SURVIVING ANTI-SOCIAL MEDIA DISCOVER
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magine if Hamlet had posted a selfie
of himself holding a skull in the Paris
catacombs: ‘To be seen, or not to be
seen: that’s the question. #sorrynotsorry
#skullsofinstagram #blessed’. Nobody
wants to get back from an overseas trip
and deal with being asked, ‘Oh, you went
to Paris? But I didn’t see any photos on
Facebook or Instagram?’ That’s like
reverse FOMO psychology.
You’re the star of your own digital
reality show now: killer selfies can
catapult you to ‘influencer’ Insta-fame, or
certain death off a ledge at
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A selfie tells a thousand words, so
you don’t need to type any boring
history or cultural stuff

Machu Picchu in Peru like that social
media martyr back in 2016.
If you’re going to the Louvre Museum
in Paris (ping! it’s one of the top 10 most
Instagrammed tourist attractions), make
sure you’re there by sunrise because
that light is the only beauty product you
don’t pay for. Also, a narcisstick is
a non-negotiable for perfect angles, and
it doubles up as a poker for tourists who
get in your way. (Ja, a narcisstick would
be a selfie stick – after that Greek dude,
Narcissus, who looked into a pool at the
reflection of his insane abs and because
the gods thought he was so hot, they
immortalised him. #truestory)
Before snapping each photo, work that
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duckface because ducks are sexy, and
say ‘prune’ like those Olsen twins taught
us. Don’t worry about getting the whole
glass pyramid thingie in your photo or
even going into the museum (ping! Think:
queues and no WiFi!), they’re just props.
But you could use the pyramid as your
Spiderman playground – not quite as
hashtag-awesome as that post by that
woman who used Berlin’s Holocaust
Memorial as her personal jungle gym,
but still a win. After shooting at least 100
photos, head back to your hotel and edit
them to death with, like, unicorn filters.
A selfie tells a thousand words, so you
don’t need to type any boring history or
cultural stuff for a caption. Rather stick to

‘Paris is A-mazing <3!!!!!’ and add at least
15 hashtags, including the compulsory
#blessed because you’re so divine.
Now wait for those ping-ping-pings! from
your beloved black mirror as you harvest
likes and new followers. Or don’t, but then
at least you have the rest of the day to
crawl your way out of the emotional black
hole of virtual rejection.

THE SUCK OF
SOCIAL MEDIA
Sadly, while this all sounds like
a tongue-in-cheek mash-up of the
extreme behaviours of tech-obsessed
travellers, it nevertheless contains the
essence of how tech and social media are
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IN THE GREYSCALE

increasingly hijacking many of our travel –
and life – experiences. When was the last
time you went a full day without checking
your phone or social media feeds? Do
you ever catch yourself scrolling through
your feeds without making the conscious
decision to do so?
Americans check their phones an
average of 47 times a day – that’s every
19 minutes of their waking lives – and
spend about five hours every single day
staring into them, according to a recent
Time magazine article titled ‘You’re
addicted to your smartphone. This
company thinks it can change that.’
Arguably, South Africans are as
obsessed with the silvery glow of their
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‘Tech’s “attention economy” was
taking something very real away
from me. I used to waste nearly an
hour of my life every morning before
getting out of bed on Instagram.
Every now and then I’d see an image
I really liked, but most of the time
it left me with a vague feeling of
dissatisfaction, seeing all these great
adventures strangers were having
– lives better than my own, even
though of course I know that my life
is totally fine and that the filtered
versions you see of others’ lives is just
a glimpse of their own. I never
felt enriched.
Last year Instagram started
pushing other people’s posts into my
feed, turning my carefully-edited
feed into an inexhaustible one. What
you’re offered is never really bad. It’s
just the unwanted gnawing away
at our attention that’s the
insidious thing.
So, I deleted all social media off
my phone and desktop. Now I’ve
even made it greyscale, so there’s no
more seductive eye candy. Because
I need my attention for many other
things, like relationships, and
building my business. I feel less
burdened and exhausted now and
I’m more inclined to reach out and
connect in person. To do physical
things, be in the world, live my life.
It's not a huge shift, but something
has shifted, and undeniably for the
better.’ – Jörg Diekmann,
a Cape Town-based techpreneur
and founder of Johnny Metrics,
a cryptocurrency app

phones. Consider that Statista.com
reports that there are an estimated 18.48
million smartphone users in SA – and
Facebook is used by at least 16 million
South Africans, according to the South
Africa Social Media Landscape 2018
report by World Wide Worx and Ornico.
‘With almost a third of the population
taking part in conversations and other
activity in the same environment, it is
clear that we are seeing a shift in the
way people interact and socialise,’ write
the authors about Facebook’s reign. The
report shows too that 8.74 million of us
use YouTube, 8 million Twitter, 6.1 million
LinkedIn and 3.8 million Instagram.
Yes, tech has made life, work and travel
easier on some levels, but that deluge of
information that we’re fed every single
day comes at a price. The Internet and
social networking have come to define,
control and consume us, warn tech and
mental-health experts.
Did you know that tech giants make use
of persuasive technology to control your
thoughts and actions when you engage
with their products? For example, those
seemingly innocuous push notifications
and badges actually trigger a burst
of dopamine in our brains, a powerful
neurotransmitter that controls the
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Americans check their phones
on average every 19 minutes
of their waking lives
brain’s reward and pleasure centres,
eliciting a natural ‘high’ when released.
This biological hijacking ensures we spend
as much time as possible using their
platforms, playing the role of good little
consumers whose precious attention,
privacy and personal data gets sold to
advertisers and others (here’s looking
at you, Mark Zuckerberg and
Cambridge Analytica).
Thankfully Silicon Valley insiders
are beginning to decry the insidious,
addictive nature of persuasive tech: last
year, former Google ‘design ethicist’
Tristan Harris took tech giants to task for
deliberately creating addictive products,
without regard for our wellbeing or social
health. Sean Parker, the former Facebook
president, admitted that inventors like
him and Facebook CEO Zuckerberg knew
that they were launching a website that
was ‘exploiting a vulnerability in human
psychology’ and could be addicting, ‘and
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we did it anyway. The thought process
that went into building these applications
… was all about: “How do we consume
as much of your time and conscious
attention as possible?”’

ADDICTED MUCH?
Social media can, to a certain extent,
benefit us psychologically and
emotionally, as it fuels broader social
connections and can make us feel
validated and affirmed, say Nicole
Booysen and Melandri Bridges, registered
counsellors at Eden Recovery Centre
in Joburg, the first rehabilitation centre
in SA to offer inpatient treatment for
social media addiction. However, our
relationship with it can become toxic and
‘unnaturally heighten our instinctive need
for social recognition and our natural
competitiveness,’ adds Booysen.
While social media addiction isn’t
a formal clinical diagnosis, excessive

social media use has been shown to
lead to symptoms associated with
addiction. ‘Like with other addictions,
users are always chasing the “high” that
social media gives them via the hit of
dopamine, which is also released when
you use drugs like cocaine,’ says Bridges.
‘Social media addiction is a mental
obsession coupled with compulsive
behaviour – regardless of the negative
consequences, addicts continue to use it.
Warning signs include isolation; neglect
of relationships, responsibilities and
personal health; low productivity at work;
financial problems, for example, spending
too much money on data; disrupted sleep
patterns; mood swings and anxiety,’
adds Booysen.
Research suggests that young people
who spend more than two hours per
day on social media are more likely
to report poor mental health, says Dr
Thuraisha Moodley, a Joburg-based
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Comparing your life to the posts of others
can lead to feelings of inadequacy
clinical psychologist. The recent
#TheStatusOfMind survey by the
UK’s Royal Society for Public Health
showed that although social platforms
received positive scores for self-identity
and self-expression, they were also
associated with high levels of anxiety,
depression, bullying, FOMO and poor
body image.
Social media has harmful effects on us
psychologically and emotionally when we
use it to replace rather than enhance
our lives, says Moodley. ‘It allows only
a surface-level understanding of people

through the polished version of their lives.
This superficial contact limits our ability
to develop our interactional skills and
deteriorates our ability to gain deeper
understandings of life and maintain
healthy relationships in reality,’ she says.
‘Comparing your life to the posts of others
can lead to feelings of inadequacy, envy
and even hatred towards yourself and
others. We may also swop our idea of
what will make us happy and fulfilled
with what’s trending on social media,
and lose independent thought to online
peer pressure.

‘[Social media’s] sheer volume and
instant nature sees us bombarded with
emotional stimuli, experiencing a range
of differing emotions all within moments.
Our basic make-up doesn’t allow us to
take in that much emotional content all
at once without reacting. These kinds
of feelings, if not acknowledged and
resolved, can lead to stress, anxiety and
depression. So, as we probably intuitively
know, and as the research is confirming,
engaging in social media is a detrimental
habit when it comes to our collective
psychology.’

It needn’t be permanent: it just has to be
long enough to rewire your brain and
break you out of that endless dopamine
cycle. Here’s how to unplug from social
media and tech’s stranglehold:
Approach all tech and social media
with mindfulness, and use them smartly
and moderately, advises Dr Moodley. ‘The
essence of mindfulness is being present
in every single moment and not getting
distracted. Studies have shown that we’re
happiest in the present moment and that
mindfulness significantly lowers our
levels of stress, depression and anxiety.’
Claim back the present moment by
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immersing yourself fully in, for example,
your real-life conversations, your work,
or that trip to the Louvre without the
constant distraction of tech.
Stop curating a fantasy version of
yourself and adding to the distorted,
narcissistic online realities – be authentic
and live your life.
There’s social media inspiration and
then there’s mere imitation – create
(not curate!) your own experiences and
memories. Rather choose IRL (in real
life) adventures with all their wondrously
messy misadventures, memories and
paths less taken.

Disable all social media notifications.
Clean out your accounts: declutter
from the people and sites that leave you
feeling negative, advises Moodley.
Don’t use your phone to avoid socially
awkward situations – talk to strangers,
particularly when you travel.
Be mindful that social media has been
heavily co-opted by marketing and PR
people to sell their products to you – and
often that blogger or ‘influencer’ is being
paid by them.
Don’t be the empty vessel making the
loudest sound – rather listen and engage
intelligently with social media.
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